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1 N T R 0 D U C T 1 0 N 
The impact of: Africa:n music upon the Western Hemisphere shoWs 
that it has furnished the basis for a new music, and has enabled the 
.Americas to have a music which mn.y be considered quasi-native. This 
thesis will endeavor to present an analysis of African and American 
music, and 'Will show the definite injection of African rhythms into- ;the 
serious and popular music of .America. 
''Yodern music has gone through lil.t1:cy' stages, from 
pcst-Wagnerian with its use of continuous melody to 
the exhaustion of nee-romanticism in Germanic coun-
tries, the development or two new scales, to new 
eystical tendencies in Slavic nations, and to nee-
primitivistic reaction; this nee-primitivistic and 
futurism. degenerating into musical dadaism - or 
new blood - from the New ·world. nl 
This nee-primitivistic and polyrhythmic tendenc,y ~11 be 
proved to be of African origin. It is the most potent factor in 
modern music at the present time. 
The triple meter of the Creole, the two-four and four-four 
rl:zythms or the Latin Americans, and the uneven beat of the Anerioan 
negro are to bo f'o.md side by side in Africa, as an analysis of 
African music and its relation to Western l!D.lsic, with illustrations, 
vr.ill prove. 
1. 11. Slonimsky, "IJusic Since 190011 , Preface. 
CIIAPrER I - ORIGINS 
First, there are certain underlying patterns of folk music 
style that are fUndamental. These samo patterns can be discerned 
in the analysis of Western European songs. A comparison of the 
various African tribal music, in such widely separated areas as 
West Africa and the Congo, shows a common denominator. The struc-
ture rea.rod on these fUndamentals diff'ers in various --~o~ali ties. 
In SCXl:lS instances in the Western Hemisphere, when the gener-
al patterns of African and European music approach each other, the 
result is a complication of the problem where certain similarities 
in the two trad.i tiona have coalesced and reinforced one another in 
New World Negro music. Thus the tendency to sing in thirds, which 
Von Iiornbostel assumes to be a Bur opean trait, is -widespread in 
West Africa: the Ashantis of the Gold Coast rarely sing otherwise. 2 
It is a moot question as to which ~e first - vocal or 
instrumental music. The natural reaction to vocal music is an ac-
companying rhythmic noise on any contiguous objects, musical or 
otherwise - clapping or hands or clicking or feet. African instru-
ments have been mentioned by the earliest explorers. Vasco de Gama, 
in his j ourna.l ttThe Roteiro", records that he witnessed. 200. Negroes 
·playing high and lovt notes on nutes. One hundred and firty years 
later, Von Riebeck made an expedition to Namaqualand where he savt 
Hottentots playing on stra.Dbe reed instruments. Toward the end of 
the 17th century, a Dutch expedition also went to Namaqualand and 
2. Herskovits, "The Myth of the Hegro Past", p. 272. 
found the natives playing dance music on string instruments of their 
own mald.ng. One of these. the Grah, rmy have been copied from the 
Bushman. Another, the Llalimba, is akin to tho present-~ MarimOO.. 3 . 
The Africans accompanied their singing with timely boey move-
menta and the use of crude instruments. Considerable research has 
brought to life superb examples of African Art, created by the 
natives who were inspired by religious feelings. As 'VIi th African Art, 
tba same :may be said of African music: each received much of their 
inspiration from native worship. George Ha.rdy, in his "L'Art Negro", 
~-.....----
.says: 11African art is es:aentially religious, and, as such, animism 
chiefly dictates the form it assumes". 4 
The history of ancient Africa in general is deficient; the 
Africans did not record on tablets and stone as the Romans and Greeks; 
only JnB.terial of northern Africa can be found in the pages of ancient 
history. 
The period of the Middle Ages is more enlightening, as the 
histories of !3pain and Egypt and the Sudanese Africans themselves 
have r;iven some ocnfused information; for the Africans did their re-
cording in l:lllsic by hnndin{; it down orally from. generation to genera-
t . 5 l.Oila 
With the Africans, singill[; and performing on instruments wore 
spontaneous. Unlike European countries, where men did most of the 
singing, African women frequently indulged in music as the men saved 
3. Vi. L. Speight, "Notes on South African native 1.-lusic", Uusical 
Quarterly, Vol. :X:X-34, P• 344 
4. George Hardy, "L'Art Negra" 
5. Carpenter, "The Negro in American History11 , p. 26 
s. 
their voices for demonstrations of war. 6 
The earliest tr~elers and explorers were not interested in 
determinjnc; the priority of vocal or instnnnenta.l music. They 
beard thom simultaneously. This brings us to the conclusion that 
theories which delve into the origin of African music are hArdly 
more than speculation. Through modern studies in anthropology, it 
has become clear to the student of' culture that no phenanenon in 
his field can be explaiiled by a. silaple formula. The formula col-
lapses because it cannot cover all the many !actors that have been 
at work shaping and keeping it alive. 7 
The singing of Africans takes the form of solo and chorus. 
This is pravalent in all sections. The fooling f'or harmony in the 
sense of' har.monic progression is vary rudimentary, although a con-
caption of tonality {by which is meant a group of chords having a 
definite relation, one with another, around a common center) exists. 
But conclusio:ns as to the intervallic sense of the African may be 
drawn from the fact that he sings in tho chord and not in the scale. 8 
Uusic in Africa is not cultivated for its own sake. It is 
used as an accompaniment to current activities dance, Ttork, play, 
war, etc. thereby producing several l:inds of songs. Since it is 
a spontaneous action expressing different moods, it is a true formu-
lation of the law that 11 feelings are muscular stimuli, and variations 
of voice are physiological results of variations of the feoling11 • 9 
6. Woodson, "The African Baolq;round", p. 44 
7. lwrzog, 11Speech, Melody, and Pr~tive Music11 , P• 452 
8. Ba.llanta, 111lusic of African Race 11 , West African Journal, July 1930 
9. Herbert Spencer 
In this lies the revelation of the creation of folk music. 
The various types o£ songs in Africa are here listed: 
Work Songs These are mainly rhythmic, with short phrases. 
(mostly two bars) with solo and chorus i'ollowing each other instant-
ly. The chorus is cam.posed of two or three ejaculatory words 
Bll8'Wered by the workmen, the tempo being moderate. 
Play Songs - These have a melodic line accompanied by hand-
clapping. The chorus takes a decided characterll an overlappint; of 
solo and chorus; this, too, in moderate tempo. 
Ceremonial. Songs - Used for processional purposes, with 
little hand-clapping and occasionally with an instrument. It lacks 
rbythmic interest. Thore are long rests between the end of' one 
chorus and the beginnine; of the next repetition of the solo. The 
tempo is slow • with a simple rhythm; the large drums syncopate the 
pulse in 6/4 time. 
Dance Songs - In the lowor scale the solos are mostly 
ejaculatory sentences; sometimes thay are of great length, and end 
after the chorus begins. The tempo is fast ( 2/4 time), a very simple 
rhythm. In the llendi dances, tho rhythm is intricate and at moderate 
tempo; tho melodies end 2. fraction of a beat before the accent; and.; 
the drums 7 singers, and dancers ending together, leaving tho hearer 
expectantly ::;uspended uhen the accent fc.lls. The artistic dance bas 
e. moderate te:npo - 2/4 time CO!:lbined with 6/0, 9/8, 18/16, two bars 
beinc perceived as one Tlhole bar of 6/4. There are cDoss rhythms in 
abundance. . In these dances one :meets with characteristic rhythms; 
s. 
rllytbm.s which have meanings ascribed to them directing the dancer 
bow to proceed. They aat as ouos .'With reference to action, either 
to retire, to advance, or go backward. The melodies are beautiful, 
and .feature graceful cadences rather than -abrupt endings as in 
ceremonial songs. 
Love Songs - Solo songs usually .for .female voice. Hand-
clappi.n(; is not used; the tempo is slow 4/4 time. When sung as duets 
they aro accompanied by rhythmic instruments and take the character 
of lively pieces ill 2/4 time.10 
War Songs - These are sung with great animation. Hundreds 
of Africans sing spiri ted.ly, "While they remain seated, making very 
violent movements all tho time by strik:ing their e~bows against their 
power, thus driving out the air .from their lungs. They sing 'With a 
kind oi' .falsetto, suddenly dropping into a grui'i' base, -without a:oy 
trace of har.mony. The remarkable .feature is not the melody, which 
is slight, but the perfect ti.lning oi' the ·whole group.11 
10. Ballanta, 11!.!usic of African Race 11 , West African Journal, 
July, 1930. 
11. Wo.llascheok, "Prii:!.itive 11usic11 • 
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CHA.P!ER II - STRUCTURE OF .AFRICAN l!IJSIC 
The two principles which GOVern tonal expressions are tone 
progression and tone combination. These are determined by perception 
o£ a principal tone and an interval of association. An interval of 
association is that interval "Which exists between the principal tone 
and the tone next in importance in the whole ma.ss of tones used for 
tonal expressions. 
In African music, the interval of association is the per.fect 
fourth, used for all purposes - do to fa, or re to sol. 
-~~ I I _::_-=.__ . --\ .. ·· .---- ·---- ..... .\ ... _·· ----- ------- - J . -. : - . -. -~---·:--~~r:-~~··: . ·- i: . ·~-- .- J- -- ··-- -··------------------ .. 
This marks the fundamental difference between African and 
Western I!lllsic, for in Viestern music the two primary relations are 
do to sol, or the interval of the perfect fif'th. From this point 
each perception pursues its ow.n course. The la~ governing associa-
tion and progression for melodic purposes are the same; but, the 
i\mdamentals being different, the results obtained are brund to be 
likewise. In Western music, tho lower of the two tones forming the 
interval of association is perceived as the principal one. In 
African =usic, either tone forming this association may be tho prin-
cipal tone, which results in two distinct perceptions for tone 
progressions. There are numerous forcs for the purposes of melodic 
1. 
expression.12 The most important is the five tone scale, but there 
are so !II8.IlY inflections of the tones of this scale that the f\mdamen-
tal character has been al tared. 
It is not eSBy to write dmm African music in accordance with 
Western notatian. A wholly dii'i'erant notation should be used.13 
When two voices are singing together, tone by tone, the peri'eot i'ourth 
is used 8B the basis of this harmonic combination; while approachil:lg 
the cadence, other intervals are used, as the major third and the 
. 
major second. The major third is always treated as a discord, while 
.~. 
the ms.jor second is considered a concord, which is entirely dii'i'erex:rt 
from the Vlostern idea of' musical combination of concords and discords.14 
Taking tho major diatonic scale as a standard, this scale does 
not produce the sounds accurately • the fourth and seventh not being 
.fundamental tones in the African perception but subordinate tones. 
The principal tone is in that group of tones answerint; to the second 
l!l8.jor diatonic scale; the ne:xt tones in importance are the fif't:;h and 
sixth, being the i'ourth below it. The other two tones are subordin-
ate • a.n.d are used for purposes of cadence • or to divide the interval 
of the perfect fourth. This appears to have boon the original concep-
tion.15 
Each one of the standard tones already mentioned has what may 
be called tones in opposite phases with it. These stand at the dis-
tance of a quarter tone above and below the standard tones, and are 
12, Ballanta, 111.'Usic of the Af'ricen Races" • v:est Ai'rican Journal. 
July 14, 19&::> 
13. Carl Engel, 111Jusic of .t..ncient People" • 
14. Ballanta, Ibid. 
15. Ibid. 
6. 
used far and in the place of the standard tones. They rarely follow 
one another~ so the actual intona.tian of a quarter tono is rare. 
They have the same relationship to the standard tones as the rela-
tianahip existing between major and minor thirds in serious III!.lsio. 
Therefore~ when the standard tones represent minor forma or passing 
phases- tho quarter tones above them represent the active phases~ 
or major forms, with tho quarter tones below representing minor 
forms. 
There are, in addition, quarter tone ini'lections of the stan-
dard degrees, which are used as has been noted. There are half' tone 
inflections which are used as a bridge tone between two standard 
tones~ a major second apart, to divide that interval; also between 
two tones a minor third apart~ or greater intervals as £rom D to F. 
There is one mean tone "Which divides this interval into equal parts, 
d al b .d . t 16 use so as a rl. gl.Ilg one. 
In ending a mel~r~ or the 11 cadence11 as it is known: in 
Western music, the progression is mostly downwards; even when it is 
upward, it is not by a semi-tone, as in Western IID.lsic, but a whole 
tone. 
That the African has e. definite conception of a system of 
succession of roots does not mean that roots progress by perfect 
firths. The Africa.na regard as the next root fram e:ny given one 
the root of a perfect fourth above or a perfect firth below. 
Uany theories have been advanced in the attempt to describe 
the scales used by Africans in thoir l:lelodic system. Although it 
16. Ballunta~ West African Journal 
9. 
is true that there is a vague knowledge as to what a sucoession of 
tones really lllaans, as would be inferred from the instrume:1ts in 
general use by the Afrlcans 6 yet it is safe to say that, in compari-. 
son with the old Greek and present Western system or scale .formation, 
the African scale is not scientifically based on a number of tetra-
chords. There are two forms. 
These are melodic cadences serving a.s the starting point, as all 
songs would have a certain relation to their finals or last notes. 
Between the~e two melodic cadences there is a definite harmonic con-
nection. 
The formation of scales depends upon a conscious application 
of the principles of tone succession and is exemplified in the 
several instruments which are tuned to the notes of the lower cadence 
of a chord; others to those of the upper cadence. These tunings are 
either pure or mixed. The Bala.nji of the Tii!nn:is, a wood harmonicon 
tuned to tho minor fol"'m of the cc:mplete scale, is an example. The 
upper keys are tuned to tones of the lower nelodic series of three 
successive chords 1 each the interval of a perfect fourth fran the 
precediD{;• The ccnpass of the instrument varies. Same of these in-
struments contain eishteen keys, endine in C; others, ending on D, 
contain nineteen keys; the rest ccc.tain tvrenty keys and end on E. 
10. 
The string instruments are of fixed intonation and tuned as follon :1-7 
0 
o··-
o 0 
0·-
-~··-··---~----
. ___ -:-:_~==--··- . ·-·· ·;s-·- ·-
______ .:_··· -···--c;; 
The transposition of the melodic notes of the chord would produce the 
followint;: 
-\1-------· ---------·- ... ·-· -------~----- --·- .... --,~J J:j- ·-r ..... j -. 
c .LL ---p ,., -v J~-~I lE=PQ:?J h/t- . - --- ,__ rl 
-.:r • ... ..tJ-
0 
_( 
I 
u u 
Two forms of cadences aro shcnm below, and it is seen that the 
second cadence noted forms 1 Tlith the first cadence also noted, what 
is known as the chord of tho ninth. The melodic chord has two 
finals; e.n upper final, a fifth :fl-o::l the fundamental, llil.d a lower, 
i7hioh is i\tndamental itself'. The upper final is accOl:l.panied by a 
minor third as its third note 1 and tho lower by a major third. A 
melody thus constructed entirely on notes of this chord and ending 
on the .fi:i'tb. or upper final would produce the effect of' a minor 
!llClody, ·while another melody -with a cadence on the fundamental or 
leVIer final would be major. 
17 • Da.llanto., St. IIolena Island Spiri tuo.ls, Preface 
ll • 
. l I?Jrfl!' 
I ...,tT, 
) ~ 
,I c t: v v I : I 7 I 
:t> .,_ c..T 
(Ballan-ta, St. Helena Spi:rituv.ln) 
All .A.frican melodies be(;in on tho first pulse of a measure or 
im:nedia:taly a.f'ter it, and and a.f't;ar tho second pulse in a measure nnd 
not before. Mclodio::; are rare that ber;in on tho up bent. Endine a 
melody on or a.!'ter "'~he second pulse enables a. new accent to beGin 
vJith a diff'oront reytbmic pulse. 
The conooption of rhythm nmongst Africans doe::; not depend upon 
a reeling that rhythm. is a division of the pulse but upon that of' 
rhythm being the vibration of tho pulse. A pulse is divided evenly 
into 2, 4, 8 1 and 16 parts, and it vibrates in t\vos and threes. In 
African lm.lsic, the conception of' triple time does not exist, as it 
~ould necessitate the 1/3 part of a ptd~e~ The sai!le is true in the 
notation of Western music: a regular triple division is found in a 
dotted note but not in a simple form.. A conception that ~hythm is 
tho vibration of the pulse is quito different from the \'festern can-
ception of r~thm. 
Ex. 1 4/4 rn m 
In tho African Ilind, no idea of subdivision exists. The feel-
inc is ono of continuous vibration in threes of all pulses. The 
12. 
o.ffeat oi' triple time ccnld never bo i'elt, however long the notes 
continued. 
Ex. 2 2/4 ,I J 
are irregular divisions of triplets.18 
Ex. 3 2/4 j)) J)! 
This is dii'fioult to explain, as the pulse does not vibrate 
in 3 1 s but the half-pulse. The element, !'or the time, being 3, al.l 
the higher and lower pulses of the pulse vibrate in 3 1 s. 
Example 1 coul..d never eXist in the mind of the African, as a:rr:1 
effect of triple time, however lang it continued, because the one 
half subdivisions of the pulse are being folt al.l the while. Whenever 
triple time occurs in African music it will usuaJ.ly be i'ound to be 
divided into two parts, one 2/8, another 4/8, in a bar of ordinary 3/4 
time. 
Exa.-nple 3 shows an effect of syncopation due to cross rhythms. 
Ex. 4 2/4 
- J 1 
.,1 ... - J77 
Actual syncopation occurs when there is a disturbance of the 
regular vibrating element. When an element contains notes of more 
than one denomination, each pulse vibrates in three, but if, for in-
stance, a drummer should use tho following figure (5), his rhythmic 
instinct at once asserts itself by demanding forms usin~ the half 
18. Ibid 
13. 
pulse as rb;ytbr::d.c vibrations of' half' pulse. 
Ex. 5 J Jj] J.F:t.T 
0 
) . .r J J ,I .F J J 
Natural action DJ instead of rr==r1 J ~ .J 
The first bar of the big drum. is 6/4 time, but when the small drums 
enter, the big ~ at once chnnr;es to S/2 11 Tthich produces syncopa-
tion and CL"Oss reythm with small drums whose time sit;nature is 6/4. 
In the rl"zythm of the liywn. solo 11 tho third line is double, but the 
rhythm of tho chorus with hand-clnppi."'lb in the 4th line is partly 
triple and partly double. Tho chorus sings the r~'th:n .3 plus 2, 
the hand-clapping or rattle in the i'irst line being fowid the some 
rhythm - 3 plus 3 plus 2. In tho lo.st lino there is also 2 plus 
3 plus 3 in diminution. This t;ivos the reason for the si{;D.nture B/4. 
19. Ibid 
14. 
:2)1 
it is of douple tilne. 20 
Those tribes which ha:ve retained the principle:; of African 
:m1sical perception in a highly developed form are tho 1iendis in 
Sierra Leone; the Susus in Fl"ench Guinoa.; the Vais, Mandingoes and 
Kpesis in Liberia; the Munsjis in tho Northern J3ravinces of Nigeria; 
the Yorubas in the Southern provinces, excluding those in or around 
Lagos; lVld the tribes beyond B oulama in Portuguese Guinea. 
Of those tribes in which the forms of expression are not high-
ly developed fron a melodic standpoint, the outstandinG are the 
Dassas, in Liberia, and the tribes in the Bauchi Plateau, in Nigeria. 
Between these extremes there e.ro ~raryi.nt; degrees of development of 
musical perception nmong tribes which have retained the African 
principles o£ musical expression.. 
The tribes of the Coast v1hich have not adopted European I::ILlsic 
in its e:::rbire~ but in whose music ono may find a tra.co o£ European 
influence are the Yorubas, in and around Lagos; the Sh.erbos in 
20. Ba.llnnta, Helene. Island 
15. 
Sierra Leona; all the }.kan tribes; tho Benins and ChekrisJ adjacent 
tribes; all tha peoples in Dahanay and those around Duala. 
These outward influences nhow themselves in different mani:fes-
tations. In the Yorubas in and around Lar;os, the effect of this 
innuencc is found in the melodic perception and not in polyphonic 
or -harmonic content. In the Shorbos, the influence shows itself in 
bath perceptions, these tribes usinb major and minor thirdn as con-
sistently as the American Uegroos do. Amont; ~ Ake.n tribes, the 
influence is :felt in the method of accompanying in thirds, rut the 
melodic, rhythmic. and formal content is preponderantly African. .Al.l 
other tribes have only a disturbed. melodic perception, but not poly-
phonic.21 
The rest of the tribes shov1 tho influence of Islamic music, 
and the uost outstanding of these are the Tunis in ~ierra Leone; the 
tribes of the Set:egal and the Gambia; and all the tribos of the Upper 
Provinces of Higeria that ere not pugans, such as the !Iausa.s, Gibaris, 
etc. 
In tho cities on the Coast, among t~o civilized carno,mities, 
Af);-ican musical perception is lost. These facts prOV'e that when the 
African is brought in contact with outside influences his perception 
is altered or destroyed. 
This a.1 teration is observed to ·be as follons: (a) the substi-
tution of tho po::-fect fifth for tho p3rfect fOt!rth as interval of 
association; (b) tho use of tho major third instead of the major sec-
ond e.s inter-val of harmonic definition; (c) the exclusion of ternary , 
21. Ballanta, Yiest African Journal 
16. 
divisions of the sillble beat in the rhythmic perception,. retaining 
only tho double divisions in which, in order to satisfY the cravint; 
for ternary divisions, these double divisions are grouped into three. 
plus two instead of four plus four. 
It is significant,. however, that where the influence is 
Eastern,. tho !.f'ricen retains his mm perception of tone CO::lbinatian. 
There arc two great division:; of tho music of the octave 
which is tho common heritar;e of numldrd. These trro divisions or 
evolutions are knmm as Tertian and Septimal. In European music the 
·tertian has been exploiW,d,. and the tendoncy is not now to the septi-
mal division, which forms n perception by itself,. but to the percep-
tions of the ninth and eleventh hareonic, which are evolutions of the 
tertian forms. Af'ricrn Illllsic,. ~J usin[; fourths instead of fifths in 
the great !:la.jority of cases,. especially in the system of tone combina-
tion,. sh0\1S a disposition toward the septinal forms, which are the 
negatives of the tertian form:J. As a :ma:t"'"...er of fact., tho h.c.rnonic 
seventh, T:hich is the mean of the septimal forms,. hns,. as against the 
harmonic fifth which is the mean of the tertian forms, been excluded 
from Europenn music since the dn.ys of Rw:teeu,. the French t!'..eo:-ist. 22 
This nastlwtic perception of tho soptimtll forms,. thorefozre, 
WO"..lld enrich musical expressions if rightly developed. From the 
point of vie~ of artistic development,. it is to be regretted that the 
J,fri con has not been nblo to ovol ve his mm for!!lS. 
The reason fer displacint; the Lfricnn perception by foreign 
ideas in s CE~.o tri bcs is th.nt the .t':.i'ri co..r: struc~c,. not he.rin[; been 
22. Ibid. 
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systematized and put in order • was not able to stand against the 
fonnidable opposition of another and well organi:r.ed musical system. 
18. 
CHt..PTER III - P.FRICAli EI.EMENTS DISCERIUBLE IN .M.mRICJ.R llUSIC 
The first boat-load of slaves oame to .America in a Dutch 
vessel in 1619. What music did they find'? Very little .. for America 
was not interested in singing. But in 1703-1785 when the emotioDal 
demonstration of revivals swept the country • especially the Atlantic 
Coast. the Negro quietly took over these revival songs .. adding to 
them his reythm. Here the revivalists expressed themselves ±n much 
the smne manner as the Africans did at their Feasts and Ceremonials. 23 
So 1 to a more tuneful melody the Af'rican slave added his scale and 
rhythms .. giving to America songs which became her own. Finding no 
serious objections to singing .. the Uegro used this to great a.dvantat;e. 
He portrayed the ills of slavery .. making these songs more than nere 
songs - :making them a history of the Negro from Africa to America .. 
tabulating his past and present record in the new world. 
The basic use oi' antiphony in African music followed the 
Af'ricnns to }.merica. It was found stronger in the Carolinas than 
any other section of the country .. as the songs in this section are 
of a relit;ious nature. st. Helena Island (in Sou'bh Carolina) .. being 
an isolated culture area .. is an excellent laboratory for the study 
of tho spirituals. For the most part .. the spirituals are sung in 
unison. 
On the basis or studies of the characteristics or spirituals. 
same authors have deduced certain theories concerninc tho relation 
23. Tioo.f'ter, Black YeCl!!la.Ilry .. P• 57 
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of the !l.merican Uegro spiritual to African music. There is a close 
relation between the spirituals and African music - in rhythm.. in 
melodic elements,. and in :form or structure. In other words,. the 
spirituals have certain characteristics which distinguish tham tram 
white music and which are ostensibly of African origin. A conclusion 
like this cannot be reached if the early white religious music has 
been analyzed. The characteristics which are supposed to differentiate 
the spirituals .from white music are these: 
1. The use of a gapped s cnle that is,. the omission of 
certain tones fran a tune. In the C scale,. for example,. the omission 
of F (fourth tone) and B (seventh tone) results in what is called the 
pentatonic,. or five-toned,. scale. This is supposed to be a particu-
larly distinctive trait of the spirituals. other :frequent gaps are 
the omission or tho seventh tone alone. 
2. Deviations !'ram our conventional scale - the flat 
seventh tone (in C scale, !'or instance,. using B-flat in a tune where 
B vrwld conventionally occur) and the neutral third tone (that is,. 
one which in the scale of C would fall between E and E-flat). 
s. Rhythmic traits,. e.s seen in the use of syncopation,. and 
the almost exclusive use o!' two-part tilne. 
4. The solo and chorus form of singing. 
There is a popular belief that the minor mode is a peculiarity 
of liegro spirituals. llus iciWlS have known better for a long time. 
About one-tenth of the spirituals are minors,. this proportion being 
actually lower than that found among vmi ta religious songs ol£ a cen-
tury ago. 24 
24. Ibid. 
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Perhaps the reason that students of those traits in spirituals 
have fniled to search white I:lllllic for the same trn.i ts is because they 
concluded there were no comparable white songs. A little history o~ 
white religious music Imlst be set down here, because it will help aJI9 
to understand the spirituals in general. 
As early as Jonathan Edwards' time (1705-1758) there were epi-
demios of emotional revival meetings in this country, and the cammon 
people sans songs of which the more dignified church folk did not 
approve. In the early 19th century this tendency appeared afresh 
and swept through the South and West. The descriptions of these camp-
meetings show the same sort of shouting, groaning, and bodily exertions, 
the same sort of simple, repetitive sinr;ing which later came to be 
looked upon as peculiar to Negro revivals. Between 1800 and 1860 
dozens of little 11revival songsters 11 -were published, and, in addition, 
numerous religious folk songs sprang up that were never published -
since they were rather undignified, and few of the common people could 
read, anyway. 
In his "American Negro Folk-Songs" 1 Professor Newman I. mrl.te 
has shown that the white revival songs furnished the pattern for the 
words of the Negro spirituals. Not only did the revival songs have 
the some subject-matter and the same form as the spirituals, but the 
latter borrowed many of their most characteristic lines from these 
If you get there before I do 
Look O'.lt for :me; I 'n cominr; too: 
Ride on, Jesus: 
We're going to see the bleeding L~; 
You will see the graves a-bursting. 
2l. 
Those were takon over !'rom whito nongs. In one mnall song-book pub-. 
lished in 1840, nearly a hundred lines or couplets that are SUil(; in 
!lagro spirituals were found. 
But what of the music of white songs? Evaluation is difficult 
because IIl.llllY of tho white songs were not publi.shod, and those that 
were printed were mostly without the aooampanying tunes. 
In an examination of two volwnas (Christian Lyre, :new York, 
18th edition, 1838; and Mlllenial Harp, improved Edition, Boston, 
1843) analysis shows tho follordng: rsvery deviation from. the ccmven-
tional scale said to be characteristic of negro spirituals is present 
in these sont;s except the use of tho pentatonic sce.le, which occurs 
in 25 percent of Negro spiri tuc.ls in tho major mode and in 10 percent 
of the white sonss in that mode. 
Those who consider tho pentatonic scale e.s the loading African 
trait in the spirituals thus receive sane t:onfirmation of their be-
lief. But there is ano'"..hor fmble to t."le :matter of the pentatonic 
scale. 
Gapped scales are cO!IIClon in folk-music the world over, particu-
larly in the folk-songs the Scotch-Irish brought to this country. It 
was these people, in their misration down into Southern Piedmont areas, 
who led in the white camp-:maetin(; movement, contributing IIDlch to its 
singing c.nd preaching. Throughout the South, and especially in the 
Appalachians where modern singinG has not yet fully penetrated, are 
found the old English and Scottish ballads and other folk-songs which 
22. 
these people brought Td th them. In these songs occur the nat 
sevenths, neutral thirds., with all other traits supposed to distin-
guish Negro lllllSic from white I!!l.lsic. These traits have been banded 
down through centuries in England, zronrcely touohod by the relatively 
recent development of that oonvantionnl music which most people think 
or as music. 
Percentage of tunes in tho Pentatonic Scala: 
Krehbiel's analysis of 527 Negro songs ••••• 21 
Fisher's analysis of 574 H'egro spirituals ••• 35 
Canpbell and Sharp's English Folk-Songs from 
the Southern Appe.l.achians • • • • • • 25 
Richardson and Spaeth's American Mountain 
Songs • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 21 
Reed Smith's South Carolina. Ballads •••••• 28 
From this comparison it is obvious that the spiri tuala have 
no 1:1onopoly on the pentatonic modo. It "Would be strange if a body 
of folk-song with en English heritage and one with an .African 
heritage should, by :care chance, have so near the same proportion of 
pentatonic tunes. 
Tho same holds good for other traits absence of seventh 
tone., absence of the fcurth tone, the flat seventh tone, etc. for 
these 1 also, occur as f'requently in the English-American folk-songs 
as in the spirituals. 
But is there any evidence that the Negro tunes were borrowed 
from white tunes? There is. J.nd this moans not merely that instances 
are known where Negroes have taken over bodily certain tunes which 
everyone recognizes as white - tho traditional English ballads .. for 
example - but that many of their characteristic spirituals are deriv-
ed from vrhi te tnnes 1 ot! from other whi to tunes :cany of which have 
become more or less extinct among white people. 
In Millenio.l Harp, a white "songster" already mentioned., is a 
soDg called Mariner's Hymn. The tune ha.s two very simple and very 
simD ar parts. This tune wa.s probably derived !'rOI:l an old sailor 
chaxrtey., for it is silnile.r to one version of nBlow, Boys., Blow". The 
spirituel., "I 1 ve B8Qn Dovm into De Sea" has the same tuno. 
The spiritual., "Who'll Jine de Union11 , is closely related in 
both words and IllllSio to e. Trhi te sang, "The Christian Band". 
"I 1m a-Rollin' through an Unfriendly Worl 1 11 is based upon a 
white lzylml, "Judgment11 • "Old Ship of Zion11 wc.s taken over • entire., 
from. e. white song of the same nnma. 11There's a Meeting here Tonight" 
was derived from the tune of n!Jy Brother., I 'Wish You Vi ell". "Ride on., 
Josus11 is similar to a white song of the same name. nne P..ngel Rolled 
de Stone Away" is derived from the opening phrase of the tune of 
Gibbons' old hylnn beginni!J('; "J...ngels! Roll the rock away"; and "Swing 
Low, Sweet C:b..a.riot" shows a relation., with strikin.g rhythmic ch.ant;cs., 
to "ll.lllazing Grace". 
Sczne idea of the extent of: borro.r;inf; is seen in the f'a.ot that 
of 82 tunes in one white sollb-book, ttlli.llenial Harp"., eleven are 
found in whole or in part in 1~egro spirituals; and this book is by no 
means confined to the folksy 'bJpO of white religious songs. Various 
types or borrowing are represented: (1) both tune and words borrowed 
with very little al toration; (2) tune al.one borrowed, and raalodic and 
r!zyt:b.mic adaptations :nade by Negroes; ( 3) Ghort phrru>e of: \"Jhi te tune 
used as basis for e. spiritual tune., with characteristic rhythmic 
alterations. 
24 
While the number of spirituals traced back to lrhite tunes is 
still relatively mna.ll., it seems certain that., in view of the estab-
lished .fa.ct., some of the best spirituals were borrowed. 
To cla.in thn.t the 1le~;ro tool:: all of the spirituals .fl-am white 
tunes - that he has contributed nothing himself - would bo stupid. 
There are spirituals o£ Negro composition: there are same white 
songs of Negro origin; and there are probably a £ew tunes which cmne 
!'rom. A£ri ca. 
Nearly all tw.instances o£ borrowing show that Negroes made 
rhythmic changes in the -b.mes they borrowed. Syncopation is the soul 
of African reytl:mls - likewise o£ the rcythms of spirituals and., 
since this trait is not pronounced in white folk-music., it is a survi-
val £rom A!'rican music. 
Listing the several possible theories concerning the spirituals 
(1) they are derived directly .from Africa., (2) they are of American 
Negro origin., based on African patterns. (3) they are selections from 
white music, selections influenced by the liegro' s A£rioan musical 
heritage, (4) they are largely borrowed directly from white £olk-muaic, 
as attested by the presence of the same traits to about the same 
extent in both musics - then it is seen that any o£ the latter three 
theories is more plausible than tha first. 
That there is a close relation between the spirituals and 
African IIIUsic - in rhytlml, in melodic elements, and in form or 
structure can be seen in the following: 
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The Mariner's Song probably came from an old sailor chnntey. It is 
sil:lilar to "Blow1 Boys, Blow". The spiritual has the same time, but 
there a.re rh;,ythmic changes. In the chantey, there are three quarter-
notes end two eighth notes in tha first :measure; in the spiritual, 
there are two quarter-notes with a dot and one eighth note, which 
gives a sense of syncopation - the soul of' African rhythm.. 25 
Ur. Krehbiel, in his book "Airo-Amarica.n Folk Songsn, has 
this to say: "that the marked rhythmical characteristic oi' the songs 
of tho .American Hegro is found in tho use of a figure in which the 
ei:lpha.sis is shifted from the strOilG to the weak part of the time unit 
by making the first note of t\vo into which the beat is divided take 
only a fraction of the tine of' the secondn. 26 
Taking the spirituals apart, many are found to be hyiim.s that 
are of the white man's orit;in placed on an African pattern. There is 
no doubt that the existence of scale composition and spontaneity can 
be lit;htly traced to an African origin, but ·the sentiment and imagery 
expressed are the result of the conditions existing in the Western 
H • h 27 enu.sp ere. 
25. Woof'ter, "Black Yeomanryn, P• 69 
26. Krehbiel, nLfro-J...I:lOrican Folk Songs" 
27. Jenkins, !..."usical Quarterly., Lrodon 
lmprovisation is a natural ~;ii't of the A.fro-America.n. Be 
made new songs of the already e:rlstint; ones which showed the natural 
innuanoa of the white culture. There are several examples of this 
b .;.,....,.,. d -~- t~....... f hit 1. . d . d 28 orrow.-....g an a.u.u.p o w e re l.gl.ous smgs an J.. aa.s. 
The Negl'O spiritual is in m.a.n;y respects identi~ in melody 
and reythm., 'Vlith ·the Ai'rican genus. The .form or design of these 
spirituals is the same in African music. The method of sinbing with 
a leader, which obtains in America, is distinctly an application of 
the principle of solo and chorus, and forms a connecting link between 
that for.m and a. fUll chorus.29 
.An examination of the spirituals shows that a half cadence on 
the dominant in a :major melody is rare; the melody ends on the firth 
of the daminaDt, the cadence is made on the tonic chord; and no 
spiri tua.l with a half cadence on tho third of the dominant chord has 
been found. A modulation to the dominant is rare; there are Il'lltler-
ous progressions to flatter koys ~ and they once more point to a feel-
ing of the flat seventh in a major key, which is characteristic in 
the mixed U:Je of the lower series of a chord. This feature abounds 
28. '7Jork, !iosro Yoar-Book 
29. Von Hornbostel, "African lilsic", International ReviEJWS of 
l!issions. 
27. 
in African music. ro 
Ma.rzy examples are found in tho progression of a perfact fii'th, 
below. A r.alody received from George W. Cable and arranged by H. T. 
Burleigh was found based on the whole tone scale. The whole tone 
scale does not form part of tho conception of w:ry race. It is based 
on tonos or oqua.l temper8lllf)nt. The example below is found to be a 
mixed uso of upper series of a chord, transposed to the lower :!'if'-~ 
tonic in suocossionr 31 
30. I3o.lla.nta, So.int Holonn Spiri-tuals 
31. Ibid. 
28. 
A careful analysis of Net;ro spirituals will shO'fl that less 
than a hundred separate motifs have t;ivon rise to over five hundred 
tune 
S2 
s. 
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CHA.PTER IV - WIIITE SPIRITUALS 
Spiritual songu of Protestants, both in England and lunarioa., 
t;o back no further than the poetic texts of Isaac J'Iatts (1674-1748). 
l/atta deliberately wrote dORn to tho level of the ccmnon. folk and 
.furnished lzymns for tho humblest Christians. This hymnodic democracy 
was doubtless the basis of the subsequent enormous popularity of 
Watts, and of Jolm and Charles i'lesley, whose activities covered the 
middle decades of the 18th Century. 'l'hey brought religious hymnody 
still nearer to tho masses by endorJint; it "With elements o:.f personal 
emotion, spiri tua1 spontaneity and ew.ngelism. Watts and the 
l'iesleys, end their associates, thus i'Urnished the l.mericans of the 
latter part of the 18th Century vri th tho l::ulk of their church song-
poetry. 
At t..'IJ.e begjnping of the 19th Century, revivals took on a new 
emphasis, and its songs broadened their conquests through the advent 
of cai:l.p-:c.eetings. Rough and irreQJ.lar cwplets or stanzas '\vere 
concocted out of Scripture phrases and every-day speech, with liberal 
interspersing of hallelujahs and refrains. Such ejaculatory hymns 
were frequently started by an excited interjection during the preach-
ing, and taken up by the throng until tho meatin[; dissolved into a 
11 singing ecstasy" culminating in a gonernl hand-shal:ing. SCXCletimas 
a preacher who had a sensa of rhythc. started a sent; under the excite-
ment of his mm proo.ching and acitation of his o.udience. 
SS. Jackson 
:so. 
:Many of these rude songs perished in the using; some vera 
-written down and passed from hand to hand. Gamp-meetin{:; song-books 
began to appear in tho first decade of the 19th Century • oontaj ni ng 
many of these songs that proved effective and popular. A distinctive 
typo was thus established. It was individua.listic, o.nd dealt with 
the rescue of tho sinner - aometinns in direct appeal to ::oinners, 
backsliders, or mourners; sometimes by reciting the terms of salva-
tion; somotimes as a narrative of personal o~erienoe, for warniDg or 
encouragement, a longi.Dg for heavenly rest and a vivid portrayal of 
the pains of hell; and a very special group of hymns designed for the 
instruction and encouragement of the seekers, who at the close of the~ 
ser:mcm oailO forward to the stand, or "altarn, and occupied the 
"an:xious benchtt. 
The literary form of the Ceop-lieeting Hyl!IIl is that of the 
popular ballad or song, in plainest ffVcryday lan[;uo.ge, and of' care-
less or inadequate technique. The refrain or chorus is perhaps the 
predominant feature, not always connected with the subject matter of 
the stanza but, rather., ejaculatory. In some instances, such a re-
frain was :oeroly tacked onto a fw:ri.liar hymn or an arrangec.ant of one. 
In the making of these songs, a favorite oustan was to take a 
line or couplet from some older hymn; follow it "With a hallelujah., or 
a "glory hallelujah"; add mora borrowed lines and hallelujahs; and 
then subjoin a chorus of further ejaculation. For an oxalll.ple, the 
hymn of Sa.-nuol 1Iedley: 
Chorus: 
Awake r::rs soul to joyf\11 lays • 
Oh glory hallelujah. 
And sing the great Redeemer's praise, 
Don't you love God? Glory ha.llelujah1 
There 1 a union in Heaven and there's union in 
1!f;;f awl, 
Oh glory halleluje.h1 Sweet music in Zion 1 s 
beginniiJb to roll, 
Don 1 t you love Godt Glory hallel.uja.b.l 
Ca:npilatian of such pa.toh-work t(L""tts, Tii thout music, multi-
plied in tho cmnp-meoting proper, i.e., i'rom ~800 to 1830. A volume 
oi' this type, printed in :Newbern, n .. c. in 1806, bears en its title 
page the .Scriptural injunction "Speak to yourselves in Psalms, and 
hymls, and spiri tun.l songs". It proved the generic noma of the new 
sort of SODbS created in retiva.l a.t:nospharo, and was used by the 
r..1ral southern ~i tes for perhaps a century before the program lea£-
lets of Negro concert groups brought it to the northern audiences. 
The tunes to r.hich these spiritual texts wore wedded were also 
the product of revival conditions. All that was demanded by preach-
ers and singers was simplicity and sv."ing. Their musical debt to the 
psa.ln tunes of the colonial period was small. Tho following 
examples indicate lii:d ted borrowint;. A l'd.dely used song of ·the tra.-
ditional staid type is called nAlbion". Ita words are attributed to 
Watts. 
Certain camp-meeting tune arrangers gave it n hnppier turn 
and introduced the happier revivo.l ejo.cclntions. The result -rms 
called "Burges". 
'!lf?1 W' /f15'fft-1# ·;'.·}l:n$JfiJ'll r 11 
~& iz &(-' 'l 9 y rl .1 2 J' I·~' ,l • ··' ,, I J I .I I 
They also drew on secular l:n.lcic. Fe:- oxample 6 tho revival 
song called nTha Beggar" is a parody on some ballad which ended w.i.th 
"and a-hunting I will go". 
The ca::1p-maeting song6 a true product of the Methodist ravi val 
J:lovement, could not have begun to develop on these shores before tha 
last quarter of the 18th Century, ·when the novement began here. It 
should be remembered that it devol oped in o. revi vn.l environment, and 
. did not appear in J.:norica as did a similar body of sons in England. 
In the early d.a¥s, these white I:lll.Il' s revivals throve best where 
fugitives from overlords tcmporn.l, spiritual, e.nd traditional 
were most numerous, i.e., in the upland ;:>outh. It 'WO.S born in Kentucky 
in 1800. It first spread to Te-r:r>essee nnd the Carolinas, and to tho 
rest of tho nation. 
It was in tho sottlemen .. ~ of tho middle South 'a<J Scotch, Irish, 
English1 nnd Geman newcomers that Methodists, Baptists, and Presby-
terians unified thoir various theoloGies under the white heat of 
reliGious fervor into a true folk-religion, and that this folk-religion 
begat an equally folkish type of religious song. 
33. 
Haw did tho song get to the Negro? The Negroes were already 
there. The upland South was., as Jol:m.son has painted it., tho center 
of the domestic slave traffic. It appealed to tha slaves., who soan 
adopted its preaching and praying methods., shouting and hand-clapping., 
dancing and body-rolling., its spea.ld.ng in unknown tongues., and all 
the rest of its manii'estatian.s of crowd emotionalism. 
But this condition did not last. oonnict 
between llorth and South., the lave of the rustic Southerner for his 
camp-meeting songs began to wane. New tjmes., new ideas., new instru-
:ments (such as parlor organs) crowded the gospel hyDms aside. But 
the Negroes still sang., and thus rhapsodic changes in revival song 
began. When., a.i'!;er the Civil War., the Uegro adopted the gospel song, 
he famd material for further borrcming for a new book of spirituals. 
The Negro improvised 11Swing Low., SWact Chariot"., "Steal Away", and 
"Deep River" because of his native musical ability and his unhappiness 
through oppression. So were the whites oppressed, but they also had 
their music. "Morni.n{; Trumpet" (white) was taken over by the Negro as 
11I '11 Hear the Trumpet Sound". 
John 'Work says: "If there is in all the collections of folk-
song a pure IllOlody., this is it". 
Ii' tho condition of the luu:lble whites -was any more tolerable 
than that of the Negroes, one certainly does not got that impression 
from their songs of release and escape. 
The Uegro has loosened up the white man's metrical patterns, 
limbered up his harmony into undetermined pitch intervals, and injected 
a wealth of emotion that was not there before. 
CIIA.PTER V • JAZ:L 
The olomants of African 1m1sic may bo found not only in the 
spirituals but in ragtime, Sl'lint; music, symphonic jazr., and serious 
music. Spirituals particularly have been t;reatly infiuonoed by 
African modes. George Herzog writes: "As evidence from thf.l Tiest 
Indies, south .ft.mcrioa6 and Africa accu:nulates_, it becomes more and 
more clear that southern folk-music does not :furnish a chapter in 
the rapid survival of ori!;inal musical features but a chapter in re-
creation of musical form; Europenn folk-sons, in the hands of the 
Uegro~ achieved from the European backbi"ound". 34 
The Negro's gift to Amerionn music has been more potent than 
an:y other infiuence, in rhytllm, in color, and in aubject matter, and 
the l\merioan composer.; i'inding his material emidst his surroundings, 
has discovered the negro as a most colorfUl figure in his sadness, in 
his gaiety, or under the yoke of labor. The Net;ro has t;ivon a racial 
glow to the white man's melody and harmoey, of't-til:las carrying his 
music from tho subli.J:ne to tho ridiculous end again to the sublime. 
Spirituals have thus made entrance into the concert world ~ providing 
a structure for new material. 35 
To tho American Net;ro, mu::;ic is a social art. This is not 
true of the African native, who usos r:ru.sic as 11 social physioloQTr; 
he is born, named, ini. tiated into :na.nhood, wa.rriored, armed, housed, 
wedded, etc., to rnusic. lluch of this :r.:.usic wwld be considered 
strange to the ears of the inhabitants of the Western world, yot it 
34. Herzot;, Bulletin 24, Lpril 1932, P• 57, American Council of 
Learned Societies. 
35. w. ::icUaut;ht, Modern i.!usic and Musicians, Chap. JN, P• 56 
35. 
i.s singularly beautiful, and per!'eat in technique. The Zulu "tlyme ne 
"Nya.nzanu1', a traditional part soil{;,. is typical of the best native 
music. Voices of man rise and Wlllle in oucceasive waves of harmonic 
melody. 36 
Tiersot, in "Etlmographie Musicale", notes that on hearing an 
A!'rican group at the Paris Exposition he 1f8.S surprised to find such 
richness in music by a people lost in the interior of A!'rica; that 
37 they were less elemental than the songs o!' the Hindus. 
These are things one may find in the search of music BI:lODg the 
natives: the black orchestra with thoir weird instruments and strange 
diatonic music, the ukelee player who wanders !'rOl:l kraal to kraal 
"Imlsick:int;" the scandal and news o!' tho day on his five-noted flute 
with its vox hmnene ef.feat so perfect that nativos can gl:ean the un-
spoken words !'ram the sound of instrumental I:ltlsic, the "lri.ld Sa%ophone-
like voice of the Zanoni, and the mallm1 twa.ns of the herd boy's 
S8 GUitar .• 
Each village has its ovm orchestra, and almost every adult can 
per.fOI"I:l on some instrument the traditional sont;s and dances o.f the 
Zulus or the Swahili Chimyen.za, Kiza.rm::to and Kiri.ffi. Through this 
music is revealed an aesthetic and emotional phase in native life 
that is similar to that found mnong the more civilized inhabitants of 
39 
the western world. 
Professor Kirby • of the Wiwatersra.nd Unhrersi ty, has found 
36. ill. tchens, L'usic a Triumph of African Art, Review of Reviews, 
February 1932, p. 52 
37. Ticrsot, Ethno~;raphie llusicale 
38. Hitchens, Ibid. 
39. Hitchens 
curious aboriginal a.i'f'ini ties to juz existing in the .A.!'rloan drum-
boat i:hythm; Tlil.d and disharmonic phrases in boisterous wedding 
festivals and harvest dances, in the blare of the long wooden horns 
known as Ubutu, brea.k::i.Ilg into syncopation, a.dd.inr; prani.nenco by the 
stamping of women 1 a belled feet and tho piping of breathless warriors. 
~ut A.frican music is not ja.u, n.nd jazz is not African musio". 40 
In juz one '1!JIJ¥ note an expression of great freedom. The in-
stnunents foll011 a. natural melodic line, improvising all the time 
without violating the harmonic rules, using a rich and confusing 
interweavin[; of elements, J:lS.jor and J:Jinor chords, quarter-tones 
fitting into a diatonic harmony as well as a chromatic one, regarded 
as transition tone into diatonic scale, having no relation to .a rrys-
tem of quarter-tones but based on doublilrg the twelve notes of the 
scale. Here are shattering storms of reythi:l., with a tone element 
never used before - a rryncopation in rhythm and :melody against a 
background of dull regularity. The introduction of' percussion in-
st~nts, groupin5 all of them together in a simple orchestration, 
gives the in:.pression of a single instrument; so that when the 
soloist plays, jazz appears as a deliberate r~~hmic composition, 
varied in expression and tone color. The piano is played with a dry-
41 
ness that simulates a drum or a banjo. 
! .. sil:lilarity l:IB.Y be found in J..frica• The orchestra consists 
of one big drum., one small drum, and a z::n.ll ti tude of rattles. The 
WOI:len, in ti.ma' vd th tho syncopated I:lllsic, execute violent bouncing 
40. Kirby, The L'usical Instrunents of tho Native Races of South 
Africa. 
<:J.. !1ilheud, Living Ago, !lo. 325 
37. 
movemeuts. The rey-thm of the drums is oi'ten quito complicated. and 
changes with fSV'Ory dance. The sld.n drum is beaten with both handa. 42 
"Polyrhytbms" are, as is known, not in thmnselves n:c. innova-
tion. They have been highly developed among primitive races, and 
have made intermittent, mamento.r,y, appearances in the worlcs of recent 
European composers. The peculiar excitement they produce by ola.s~ 
two de.f.inite and regularly marked rlzythms is unprecedented in occi-
dental .music. Polyr.eytbm is the real contribution of' jazz. 43 
Jazz has a.n elemental structure: A, A', }. ' ', A. It is usual-
ly llltl.de up of' twelve bars with one or two phrases repeated: also, 
the use of the seventh chord. 
Rxonple: 
The use of the pseudo-dominant seventh chords on sub-dominant 
is unknown in Ices tern music, the rcsul t being two minor thirds above 
a. major third • 
..c~other rarity is the two sevenths b.lil t on IV and I in chro-
matic formation, which altars the third and seventh in the scale. 
42. Bernatzik, Gari Gari., p. 63 
43. Aaron Copeland., Our He..-t llusic, p. 94 
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A cyclical progression of barber-shop chorda - parallel chromatic 
lllOVement; seventh and ninth moro cc::mmon than 1hirda. 
Kitten on Keys: 
Group of 3 
Syncopation 
S9. 
To define ja.z2: is samathiilb of a problem. The pedagogue 
affirms it as a logical consequent effort to retain tonality in en-
terta.inment music while includinc new elements. In referring to 
je.r-2: as possessing a primitive .i'rmnowork, ho clearly shows its 
African ingredients. The fictitious suspensions of a. simple metrical 
fundamental scheme are its essential features. 44 
Yet it is generally Q{;reed that, so i"n.r as the United States 
is concerned, it began in 'New Orleans and its origin can be traoed to 
the West Indies end probably Africa. It has also been ai"fin:1ed that 
je.z% is tho adaptation of old Norman songs borrowed from the French 
or Louisiana. and SUllb. to tam-tcm rhythm. 45 
Dvorak's connection with iiogro music was not derived from the 
rhytl:c:lic olel:lent but f'rO!ll tho melodic. Having great nationalistic 
tendencies, he skillfully intertwined Negro melodies with those of 
his homeland# producing a nev: DllSic for a nevi world. 
licmesick for his homeland_. and a lover of country life (which 
was shown by his refusal of Bra.hlns' invitations to visit Vienna), 
these llegro melodies appealed to Dvora.k 1 s nostalgic mood. This en-
a. bled hi.r:l to portray with artistry tho Negro Iaotif in his n6\'I work. 
He did this with the same facility and ability 'VIith v1hich he had por-
treyed the imler feeling of his native Bohemia. 
Thus we find Dvorak's Sympho:cy No. 5# E Minor, h-am the New 
World# was taken from impressions he found in the new world. First, 
he found negroes not IllB.DY years removed frO!ll slavery. Henry Burleigh, 
44. 1\ronok, 11Uusic Here and Novr11 , p. 255 
45. J o.hn ~~ork 
40. 
eminent Negro msician and sehcla.r" was his pupil and o.rten sang 
spirituo.ls for him. Whenever the nat seventh occurred,. Dvorak would 
ask if slaves renlly sang it like that. The themes he invented are 
recogni~o.bly negroid in chAracter. C8l::lille Zecker" a pupil of the 
Conservatory at that time" said that Dvorak often announced to his 
pupils his intention of usint Uegro themes in his COI:lposi tian. 
Tho Allegro that follows tho introduction of Dvorak's i'mnous 
E llinor symphony employa a syncopated figure. The second subject of 
the fir:.t movement is the one thn.t calls to mnd "Swing Low,. Sweet 
Chariot" although it is not o.n exact imitation. D-vorak himself -wrote, 
in tho Febru::~.ry 1895 iosue of Harper's Magazine in collaboration with 
Edwin Emar:;on, Jr.~ an article stating that l..lnerioa could and would 
find a basis for a national school of music in her beautiful Negro 
folk-::n.1sic. In tho !lagro melodies of .A:nerioa" he declared,. "I dis-
cover all that is neoded for a great and noble school of music. They 
are pathetic" tender, passionate,. :oelancholy, solemn" religious,. bold,. 
r::wrry,. gay, gracious, or 1.-rhat you 'Will". 45 There is nothing in 
tho whole ronr;e of ccc.position that ow:mot find a thelllatic source 
there. 11The fact that no one has yet arisen to make the :oost of it"" 
he added, "does not prove that nothing is there." In sayi.Dt; this, he 
was well aware of the nr{;UIOOnts that would arise. 47 
Dvorak's conviction that Hegro Imlsic was tho only national 
music .America boasts did not flatter the white J.merice.ns" rut the 
controversy over such a statc~t did not change tho cooposor's Dind 
46. Avery" ncammon Ground'',. \"iintor,. 1942 
47. Ibid. 
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on tho matter. Certain American oa:nposers who followed Dvorak's 
judgment found that by vulgarizing and exabl;erating the syncopated 
rhythm they could "get rich quick". On the other hand, those who 
had a t;roc.ter reverence for .art evidently feared to "touch pitch" 
lest they the:l.sel ves became defiled. Dvorak himsel.f, as everyone 
knows, has given abundant evidence of tho possibilities of the folk 
melodies - nlBi-cally and artistically representative of American 
soi1.48 
Tho "Rhapsody in Blue", jazz concerto of Gersl:DiriD, does not con-
tai.n a trace of the vulge.r, yet there are parts which reveal a lack 
of experience and resourcefulness. The rhythm of the dance mAy not 
be c:xciti.l:!b, but it must ba persistent; also reckless. In themselves, 
these intricate jazz rhythms have nothinr; that should bar them from 
marrying into the proud old family of the concertos and symphonies, 
which are inclined to forget their lowly origins. 49 
liot only Gershwin but also Stravinsky uses the element of 
je.z.z in his pinna rag :c:usic. 
Joflll Weiner in his Syncopee, a ch.omber l!lUsic sonata 'Vlhich cor-
ta.inly ccn clain its origin :from jazz, has a succession of domjnant 
se-venths and ninths. There-are trills, runs, broken chords, omissions, 
dissonances, e:n.bollishr:lonts, ornaments, variations and cadenzas with-
50 
out broal::i.n[; t.'lo rhythmic patterns. 
The contemporary co:1poscr 1 s uso of jazz had logic and tra.di tion 
behind it and was 1:lOre or loss to be expected. The serious European 
48. Jorll::ins. ~fusico.l llews, London, val. III 
49. Engel, \'ia\'Is and Reviews, :Jusicul C:.uarterly Vol 'XII, 1926 
50. !lilho.uC.., 11Jazz e:nd the Uct;ro11 
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composer was influenced to a limited extc:mt by our popular music 
oven before it had any polyrb;ythmio implications. Vihen jazz was 
still 11rflbtim.e", Debussey wrote his "Golliwog 1 s Cnke-Wal.k"(l908), 
and later "Minstrels" (1910). Durin{; the war years Stravinsky 
wrote several pieces in the ragtime manner: "Piano Rag-Music", 
"Ragtime .for Eleven Instruments", and the dance r..arked "ragtime" 
in the "Story or a Soldier". .All these pieoes make a rather gro-
tesque impression, as i.f Stravinsky wore merely interested in 
makinG cubistio caricatures out or the orudi ties of ju:.. 
Ernest Krenek and Kurt Yieil went in for J..merican music. The 
phenomenal success of Krenek's 11Johnny Spielt Auf", with its Negro 
jaz:.-band leader hero, encouraged other Europeans to try their hand 
at this new style of music. 
It is safe to say th.e.t no living composer has been entirely 
unaf.fected by the revitalized rh,ythmic sense gained tln'-ough contact 
with the people of the Dark Continent. Whether rhythmic counter-
point is to have as profound an o.ffect on occidental :music of the 
fu~~re as melodic counterpoint has had must remain an open question. 
In Darius llilhaud's "La Creation du Mondo" the primeval in-
cnntations of the Gods N:.a.me, Mehere, and Nk:wa, are represented by 
a three-part fugato over a percussion accaopaniment. 
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Tho percussion background provides tho barbaric atmosphere; 
the jaz% inflections of the tuno sum;est the speech of the Negro. 
Jazz rhythm, in its very nonotony, shows its origin :from 
African rhythms. This breaking up of the rhythmic patterns of 
light eighth ::1otes of the foxtrot bar, into three and tvto t;rcups, 
gives the irregular cross accents more weight than the underlying 
51 pulse. 
51. Lm:lbert, 11L<usic Hot 11 PP• 218-219 
CHAPXER VI - INFLUENCE OF AFRICAN WSIC UPOll LATIN .Al!ERICAll :MUSIC 
Music in the islands of tho Caribbean Sea i'ollou.s sOI:lm':hat 
tho pattern of the countries !'l-am Trhich tho UoGroes emigrated. Dance 
D.lsic of the na.tivos (tango~ rhumba, sha.y-sbo.y) and looal ballads 
(Calypso, etc.) • as well a.s classic compositions, reveal a high per-
centage of African reythm. 
African slaves were brought in small numbers to the Western 
Hemisphere as early as the latter part of the 15th Ce..--ttury. In the 
early 16th Century the supply of slaves increased, the Spaniards 
bringing thal:l to the Uest IDdies to toke the place of tho Arawak In-
dia!lS who. refusing to work for the conquerors, wero brutally deci-
:ma.ted. 
Co:1tact between tho slo.ves of tha Islands and Europeru1 civi-
lization and religion lacked directness and ~ on a smaller scale 
than t.bat which existed m:J.Ong tho slaves on the other side of the 
North ~rican mainland. The isolation of tho islands aided the re-
tention of the African's peculiarities .. mich extended to every phase 
of their primitive life - including music - to a marked degree. 52 
Comint; to a clilnate that appro:dma.ted tb3ir ovm, tho Ai'rioaJlS 
immediately revived ~ oi' their tribal custaos. These customs, 
incl udinc music, 11ero perpetuated by the descendants of t..'l-tousands of 
slaves who ran e:way from their Spanish masters and found refuge in 
the wild mountain fastnesses with roz:m.ants of the !..rawa.l: Indians. 
52. Haut;hton, Mss. 
4S. 
To Jamaica, captured from the Spaniards tr.f tho 3ritish in 
1655. more A.i'rioans were il:lported during the next 125 years. Hundreds 
of them stole mm.y to the mountains,. where they continued their 
primitive life. These Africans defied British troops so successfully 
that they were the first people in the Western Hecisphare to secure 
t..lteir indopendonoe by treaty l'1i th the English. In their mountain 
hanes. undisturbed by the government, they still hold autonomous sway 
over themselves and, to a lessor degree, practice their primitive cus-
tans, sOr:lewhn.t diluted 'b-J tho infiltration of European civilization.. 
Bore may be heard distinctive rhythms interwovan with strands of 
Europeen and African origin. In these hilly townships their work-
chants and play-tunes are more A.i'ri can than those of tho Negroes in 
the lOillands. 
Writing as early as 1707, Sir Hans Sloane, M.D., a famous 
vmrld traveler and naturalist, of London. (in his nvoyages to Jamaican .. 
Vol. I~ p. 2) found unique examples of Jamaican Il!Usic which corres-
ponded to African airs from such widely diversified uareas as Angola, 
Korama:nti, and the Bongo District of Africa11 • This eminent doctor 
also observed that the Jamaican !~egroos used their native inst!'U!Ilents, 
counterparts of -what he had seen in Africa. - "(1) gourds with necl:s 
and st!"l.ln.b l'dth horsehair; (2) a hollowed timber covered with parch-
ment having a bow for its neck, the string tied longer or shorter". 53 
The latter instrument,. from its description, may be the Banjo. 
It is in the music of t..~o dn.nce,. hor:aver,. that t.~e Latin in-
fluence iz camni.nt;led vdth tho African. The 11 shay-sbay", a modified 
53. Sloane, ''VO"Jages to Jamaica",. Journal, p. 2 
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rhumba, is 8llil£; and danced to scores of improvisations on words and 
music. It i:J closely allied to tho "manto". 
Similar conditions exist in other British-controlled islands 
with the exception or St. Lucia nnd st. Dominica., where the French 
and Spanish rb;ytlimB aro inextricably mixed with the African., and the 
inland of Trinidad, the l:lUSic of which is affected also by the East 
Indian, Portuguese., and- to a smal.lor degreo - Chinese influence. 
Captain Hall, en EDglisbmnn who 'Visited much of the South 
American coastline in his ship, writes in his jouma.l that he was 
hospitably received. He gees on to describe a festival of Negro 
olavcs in PDllBl!lB. in the moonlit center of an open grass square, about 
whia.'IJ so!!lO sat while others danced in a great circle. The lmlsic VIaS 
nothing ii' not primitive - a cocoonut shell. strucl: with a short 
sticl.; boir>..g the instrument. The si!Jbinb oi' tho ltct;ro slaves was loud 
but not discordant. 54 
In I>razilill!l life, !lU!OOrous e-thnic elements e.re ccm:ningled; 
also thero is much race ni:r.:ture 
struins inter.tlil:l(;linl; to m.ako up the hybrid. 
'l'ho dance and r:rusic introduced into Brazil by the slaves in 
1441 was inspired ·O".f thoir relic;ion. It also included :music and 
dance :for funeral, lnm.ting, war, and love ceromonials.. Tro.usplanted 
to the now onviro.n:oont, new background e.nd conrli tions forced the 
slaves to suffor a process of adaptation. They ch.un.{;ed to suit the 
c3.enands of o. novt habitat. 
T:b..ese disguised and nutilated ceremonies, vd th thoir l!lllsic, 
54. He.cue, "Latin-American Music, Past nr..d Present"~ p. 26 
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remained as a survival of the rich folk-lore of Bruil.. Tbe African 
elements, especially the rhythmic forms, have merged with those of 
European and Indian origin. These hn.ve been seriously studied by 
. t B ·1· . . SS exnnen rnLJ. J.an :cusJ.cJ.ans. 
Tho instrui:lental music has had an equally ir:lportant inOuenoe. 
Tho f':i..rst instrument, in point of time or chronoloGY, was the drum, 
called, in Brazil, tho Tambaque or Itabaque. other percussion inst-ru-
lllCnts co:nplete the orchestra. The music is essentially rlzytbmic. 
Ner;ro music in Brazil, emerging from the '1nacumbas" and "ca.ndambles", 
chants n.nd rituals, had a devastating effect on tho trend and composi-
tion of Brazilian music, according to Dr. Rnmos of' Rio de Janeiro. 
The Negro was called upon to contribute decisively toward nati'vi.sm. in 
music. 56 
One of' the best expressions or this trend is to be :found in 
tho caulpositions of /..lexandro Levy (1804-1892), who is considered the 
founder of' tho national school of Brazilian muoic. .l:mong Levy's oO!!l-
positions are "Tango Brasileiro11 and 11Samba", both of Negro inspiration. 
Although slavery ~ finally abolished in the early oichties, 
there ha.d existed a benevolent servitude which allowed talented 
Africans to develop their attair..:;Jants and eventually gain their free-
dcm. Born in 1767, Fr. Jose Mauricio, e. Nogro priest, disti.nl;uisbed 
hil:lsolf as a student end :cusician. Upon ordination, he was choir 
master of the Cathedral of Rio do Janeiro. He l'ras e.lso an organist, 
and tho recipient of honors fro~ John VI. His 11Requi0!:111 is a classic, 
and deservedly '\Von for bin an enthusiastic reception in European 
55. Romas, "The liogro in Brc.zil f: 
SG. Ibid, P• 107 
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countries. The celebrated Nauck:amm., a pupil of Haydn, referred to 
Pa.dre Unuricio as an able improvisor. He wa.s an author of a treatise 
on harmony, canpleted shortly before his death in 1830. 57 
In Bruil., a six-tone scale tlinus a leading tone is used. 
This of course can be traced back to its origin in Africa. In the 
northern Andes., the third often shows a.s an alternation between 
major and minor • really serving as a neutral. Certain intervals are 
used o.rton in Latin .American liiUsic; for example., the seventh, fourth, 
and third. 
Alnong all these races the use of tho :minor mode does not al1mys 
express sadness or melancholy. It serves as an alternation between 
major and minor, thus expressing r;roat passion. Small in!'lactions are 
given the sound of grace notes, which are oi'ten involved in a large 
skip between the note and the orn.amont. 58 
The songs of Cuba and tho other Caribbean Islands have qualities 
all their OVlil in melody, in rbytbl:l, and instruments. There are par-
cussion instrmoonts to be played with rasping sticks; gourds, resona.;. ._· 
tors, and drums of various kinds. 
As to rhythm., 2/4 tiJne is I:ruch used. In the Habanera and Tango 
great freedo::l and imagination are shovm in tho use of both 2/4 and 3/4 
rhythms; as also in the use of two or more rhytlms against each other, 
and in the variety of detail as cooposed to the folk I!llsic of other 
races. The Cubans excel in this rhythmic gift, using five or six sim-
ultaneous reythms. 
Tho three varieties of SOil!;S nest often heard are the Son, the 
57. Ramos, ~he Hegro in Brazil, p. 107 
50. lla[;ue, Latin J~rico.n !.rosie, Pust and Present, P• 63 
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Merengue. and the Habanera 'Which is wall kn01m. among Western musio-
inns. The son. the moat varied and interesting, is usually peri'ormed 
by a group or five or six Uegro pln.yors. fl.I13 one of whcm may burst 
into soil{; at a:ny moment in addition to carryinG on instrumental per-
formance. 
!!orOI:lbi,. or Merengue, is kncmn in Africa. Y.DJ:lY til:les a change 
or rh~-th:tls, or alternations between two nnd three part rhythms, are 
found as a. two-beat lllaasuro, followed by one oi' three, gives a unit oi' 
seven. Tho custom of pl¢ng on a.ccam:pa.n.5.ment that has well accented 
i'irst beats while the melody runs into decapitated phrases, starting 
on the last half or the weak beat follorriDt;, gives an emotional 
inte!l.Sity which is most appropriate to certain kinds of son~s .. es-
pecially found in the Habanera. 59 
The Ha:rlxe is fmn.iliar in Areentina,. Brazil, end Uruguay. Its 
origin is varied. Ita counterpa..-t, the Brazilian Tango,. is well 
kncvm in north lJDerica. The basis of accompaniment is sil!lilar to the 
Ea.ba.:nera. Other d!mces,. known by the names of Batuque,. Za:mba (or 
Samba,. the Brazilians usinG the letter S '\''lhen they spell it) are all 
characteristic dc.nces and shcm a definite African infusion. 60 
Tho African No{;roes have a share in the creation or one of the 
:m.os t e::x:tendod foi'!:lS,. "The Habanera". This ir.f'luenco has beon most 
obvious in the ~\!ltilles,. on the shores of the CD.ribbean Sea,. nnd in 
Brazil. b. places where tho Negro has never been - i:l the interior 
of Mexico, in Argentina. in Chile and the Cordilleras highlands 
59. ~cue,. pp. 63-71 
60. Ibid. P• 67 
so. 
nothin[; of their infiuenoe is to be observed except the beautif\11 
danoe of the Habanera. 
From a l:lllBical point of view, the influence of tho African an 
the West IDdian Creole has been of groat significance, for through 
his creativeness a dance from the Habanera has been devisod. 61 
Vincente Rossi, in "Cosas de Uegros" (Negro Doings), published 
at Cordoba, Argentine Republic, in 1926, says: "The sound of the 
word 'Tango' was heard in La Plata from the sad days o:r tho colOI!iY; 
it was the name the Ai'ri.can Negroes gave to thoir percussion instru-
ments. In early days it was eal.led tho 'Tango of Negroes•. During 
1808 at a place not :far from .Montevideo the overseer Elias was called 
upon to close a building and prohibit the 'Ta:ngo of the Negroes' be-
cause of the noise end pandemonium generally raised. Added to this, 
the late hours kept them .£rem reporting to work the next day". 
A report from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil., in 1928. stated that Mme. 
Rena.to Almaido, celebrated among Brazilians for talent and DUsical 
interests, cla.i:mad the Tango was originated by Uegroos. Her cla.im 
was that the Tango was first played by colored carnival clubs in the 
River Platte cities. When white society boys discovered that white 
society c;irls, with servants accompanying them, were attending these 
dances, they formed clubs and adopted tho dance. Tnngo was the name 
of a special ta:obourine that was used. 
The PJnunba apparently ca.tl.e f.'ro::J. Latin .P..merica, with its o:-igins 
in Africa.. In th':3 West Indian I(evimv for August 1936 appears a des-
cription of the Rhumbo. as danced in a cantina in tho lower quarters of 
61.. Friodcnthal, "~usik 'fanG und Dichtuns dor Kreolas l.meri.kas, 
PP• 38 - 93 
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Havanaz "About the place is a. glamour of exotic colour, Vibrax:rt with 
a latent, intangible, samethil:lg tryint; to break forth to sunder the 
smotherine; bonds of a fUtile civilizatioo and t;iva vent to pent-up 
primitive passions; something akin to de.rk forests and jungles and 
voodoo dances, ...-ro.rmth, i'ire, suporstitian • • • Over to .cno side, 
tho band, a pantiDg, swoo.tinz &roup of bla.clcs, some 'Wi. th hats on, 
others ooatless, begins to tlnl.nder forth the latest song. The placid 
guitar player, a. cigar in his mouth, twangs his instrument with 
supreme unconcern, as though it were all part of the day's work. The 
man Tli th the 'marracas' enli vans the piece with his rattling gourds., 
as he sways ever so slightly from his hips. A lank, saffron-faced 
chap in a battered straw hat taps his bongo and screeches the woras 
of his soll(; in a voioe that stabs the fetid har.e like a knife, T1i th 
sharp, nasal, monotony. Another, his eyes half closed, sleepily 
scrapes a raspinG contraption called a quiro. The man at the taobores 
- those hauntin{; concomitants of African war dances - slaps a1.vay in 
spasmodic bursts of syncopation, not7 deep and COI:!pallillg; now he bands 
lovz over tho dr'Ul:lS between his patched knees, t;rinning a broad tooth-
less r;rin froo ee.r to oar 11 his hands s:mashinf; out a barbc.ric rhythm 
thnt moves faster and faster with tho music. The ef£ect is weird nnd 
sensuous, [;rOVdnG wilder and moro savn{;e each IllO.lllBnt as it hums end 
clangs, throbs and clatters and booms, and splits the air l'lith tantal-
izinr; cadence. Faster rolls the nusic11 louder roar the drums. 
Africa Voodoo spreel Spain run enuckln 62 
62. John Work 
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In no other island in tho l'lest Indies is heard 1110re priml. tive 
m1sic than in Haiti. It IDB.Y be said that this island 1s the strong-
hold of Voodoo worship. Voodoo service is accompanied by various 
c.'lta.nts. Today, a.ocordin{; to \1. B. Seabrook, Voodoo temples stand un-
molested by the mo.i.n public motor hi{;l:l:wa.ys, and on a:ny quiet night 
ono "'ZJ.Y hear Rado. drums booming in tho hills. 
Obtaining thoir independence by defeating !<'ranee in 1804, tho 
f .. frican slavos of Haiti worked out their own destiny. They were, 
however, indissolubly tied to Franco by la:nguage, and French culture 
bocamo inextricably mixed lti th Africon modes and custama. 
Justin Elie, a ca::Lposor, has set dCJWil several transcriptions 
of Ho.i titlll nasi c. This one in particular is an invocation to Legba. 
'l'he Dense COD{;O, ono of tho >:ild frolics o.f ll.e..iti, is well 
l::nmm in Paris" and tho dclnco i tsol.f is a. general i'avorite. Seabrook 
statsd that "neither the ~clodics nor tho har.mo~J generally had any 
of tho undercurrent:. of sadness ca:non to tho l.merican Not;ro SOil{;s, 
spiritucls, tlild 'blues'. 'l'he:.o blacl:s wsro savat;e, free, exultant, 
and their :!:llSic reflects this. liar was t.'lcre any qua.li ty in tho 
tc:::1po sil:ri.l:tr to j~zz. Tho rhytlu:ls \7ero frequently te.ngled" compli-
cated, but the co:::::.plico:tion '\'JO.s ul-;.;sys unsyncopated, against a steady 
:four-four beat". 
:Haiti has music sil:nila.r to the American Negro form of songs. 
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Haitian group-sint;illg, whether secular or rolir;ious, has its singing 
"bosses n. These leaders have e. !:11.11 ti tude of names, such as "reine 
Congo", 11roina chanteuse", and "la place Congo", the specific title . 
depending on the nature of the assembly. In the religious and semi-
relit;ious dances, covered by the broad term rtv'odoun", the singing 
leader bet;ins by boating time with a rattle, and sings a song 
through once or twice bef'ore the dancers take up the meloey. When 
the rl:zythm is clearly indicated in the song, the player of 'the small 
drum bet;ins; he is followed af'ter a mcment by tho middle drum:ler, and 
last of all by the player of the large drum. 
Spirituals are indigenous to the United States. No authority 
has been found to prove the ti'Aistence of anything comparable to 
Spirituals in any other country. Here and there in certain areas, 
perhaps, may be found a few relit;ious folk-songs • Russian, Czech, 
or Polish - but not on the wholesale scale as the Spirituals in the 
United States. This lack of Spirituals is noticeable, too, in other 
sections of the New l'iorld. 
The Uee;ro composer, Burleigh, contends that there is a stril:::i.nr; 
similarity botwaon certain P.usninn SOilbS and Hegro Spirituals. He 
mentions especially the Russian Boot S~, a vvork song, and the Negro 
Sp:i:ritual, "Deep River". 
There are native Africnn TJOrk songs which, like those of the 
American Negro and the Caribbean Negro, are short improvised snatches 
about their ·work or some trivial subject of passin{; interest. Con-
stant repoti tions of a phrase or a line are common to both. Tho use 
of short songs in the roci te.l of ani.no.l stories evidently ca:n.es fram. 
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Ai'rlca. Native Africans, like the native .American Negro before the 
supremacy of railroads, were unocmnonly fond of boat and river songs. 
The influence of African ::wsic on the Western Hemisphere is 
aJnply demonstrated on the aocompanyinb chart. Approximately three 
hundred years of oontaat aided in the development. Tho constant 
rhythmic thrumming of the drums, the shaking of rattles and gourds, 
and horns have made their impression on J~rica. But the rough edges 
have been sof'tened. lio more do tho descendants of slaves dance the 
Calenda nnd Bale -while the skillful pln.yer (bel taJ:!.boye) straddles 
his Ka and plays upon it with both hands, stripped to the waist. 
These dances ~ere presented by tho Creole composer 1 Gottschall::, who 
startled tho critics in the ealons of Paris vii th their naivete. 
In modern dance halls. tho drums play en active part; rattles, 
cowbells, and gourds still add to the rhythmic dissonances which 
ur£o tho dancers into the frenzy of the Jitte::-bugs - whose wild 
dance rivals tho r;yrations of an African war dance. 
There oay be noted a definite similarity between the monotony 
of production that delights the native mind and that which fills 
Western ballrooms with discordant ~ounds. Africa discarded the 
Charleston (restrn.ined) long be foro America's vigorous uses of this 
dance. Ja!:&ing is not found amonG the laborers in 1.-frica. 63 
In J..merica, the fomer Ai'ricrul continued his songs in two of: 
their ~ost ~portant fUnctions to accompany his rowiil[;, and to 
aid hiD at his other work. His SOD£ retained its old characteristics 
63. Speight, ''South 1'.£.':.-ic:m Uutivc ~usic," l.'Usics.l Quarterly, Vel. 
XX, 1934, P• 344 
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of brevity, triviality • repetition, o.nd improvisation; variation of 
stanr.as f'reol~r f'ixod often ooour in variOusly I!'lodified type, "Which 
results in the accu::ru.lative tendency. 
The "blues" have a definite African character. Tho music 
coutainn a simple throe-phrase form that j.s unique., possessing a 
plaintiveness and a dirreront scale (tho i'latted third). The rorm 
is as follcms: statement, repetition or words with a variation or 
molody, contrasted melody 'With new words. Tba nattod seventh is 
else used. 
Ragti:mo, which eventually becruno "j!UZ11 and "swinb", is the 
name given to Negro syncopated :music. It is rclnted that at a. 
southern bnll an orchestra wc.s asked to repeat a piece. "What 
piece?n. "Tho one that had the ragged time. t1 This expression V'...S 
used, and grew in popularity. 
Jazz has its evolution in the cystical pattinf; of the feet 
on the time of rhythm. Goffin, in "J.ux Frontier du Jaz:.", says, 
t1The luuericuns have adopted the l!IUSiC or the old slaves to make an 
essentio.l Nntional a..-t. 11 The -aord 11 ja.z.z11 is said to hc.:ve been orig-
i"'lated ~J !iet;roes in Ntm OrloC-."'lS. Its deri "Vation is from the French 
e.nd que le jaz:. serait u:1 cnquele.ge. 
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CHA.PTER VII - SUW!AliY .AND CONCUJSION 
Tihat invariably follow~whcn peoples having differing customs~ 
beliefs 6 and cultural happenings 6 come into a continuous contact, is 
that both give6 and each takes. Africans have adopted lllUoh of the 
oul turc of their slave-owners and the whites 8II10Dg whan they lived; 
and6 en the other hand6 the whites have taken over Negro characteris-
tics and culture. 
In the Latin }.morican countries where religion is Catholic, 
Ai'rioa.ns sec in the many statues used by the Clmrch a similarity to 
their own gods. This made their religious transfer easier. The in-
fusion of their :nnsic 'With that of the Latins added a wilder and more 
barbaric touch to a lllllsio that had been affected by the Moors, a 
North African people. 
Many interesting theories have been advanced concerning the 
origin of .Spirituals. Natalie CUrtis Burlin draws a very vivid pic-
ture of a patient group sittillb in the warm April sun. Seized vdth 
a rlzytbmic tremor6 the group bursts into melody, and finally into 
harmony to adorn this half-barbaric melody. There is a brilliant un-
modulated groupinl; of diatonic chords; then the sudden interlocking 
of unrelated majors and minors a man-made voice progression. This 
account is very pleasant to read, but far from convincing for 8:J:IY 
serious seekel! conoerninc the orit;in of Spirituals. Too oi'ten, 
theories are based on ability to detect similarities in songs6 trust-
inG everythint; to tho ear - an inaccurate instrument to use in com-
paring or analyzing African music. 
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The exact impact of African :t:lllsic on the music of the Western 
Hemisphere will be a matter of conjecture which countless hours of 
research will fail to evaluate. Tho argument that the famous chantey 1/J 
"Blow- Boys- Blew" 1 had been detected in a Negro .folk sont; has been 
claimed by m.a.:t:zy authors. Others- according to Fox Smith, have contend-
ed that English mariners learned their chanteys, including ''Blow, Boys, 
Blow", ~om \'lest Indian Negro slaves. While disagreeing with this, Mr. 
Fo:x stated that he was informed by CnmrnBJ:lder G. s. Bowles- R.N. (Bri4;-
ish Na-vy)., that among the ship's company on several English ships 
there were Negro fiddlers who played chanteys for the men to weigh the 
ship's anchors. 
The cycle is complete when these chanteys 1/J including "Blow 1 
Boys, Blow", were taken up by negro slaves in the cotton fields of 
continental America and transformed into an American folk-songl 
In European countries, much of their serious liD.lsic sprung from 
lowly folk-songs. Gradually this phase is being determined in the 
Americas. In the United States, Negro folk-songs, includin{; spirituals,. 
the Mountain songs of the whites, Cowboy songs, Indian songs will 
eventually be twched by the hands of the I:lastera to open a vast unex-
plored vista in the rea.ln of I:ll.lsic. 
The impact of African music upon the iliJ.lsic of the Western 
Hemisphere can be easily discerned in the IlUSical production of the 
11New World". That the Africans had a de.finitG musical structure can 
be seen in the use of the perfect fwrth. instead of the perfect fi.fth 
that is used in Western I!lllsic. Then, there is the conception of 
reyi:hm in the African mind - that rhythm. is not the division of the 
sa. 
pulse but the vibration of the pulse. The ibrm of singing, the 
leader and chorus style, is the same in Af'rioa; and because of this 
definite style the spirituals lose much of their beauty when ronde~ 
in solo form - in fact, lD8IlY cannot be Sl.mg in that form. 
The spirituals built on the pentatonic scale shaw oXBl!lples oi' 
the borrowing and adapting of white religious songs and ideas. "Hold 
yoo.r Light, Brother" may be an example of a primitive spiritual. 
Another, "Hail Yary", belongs to the Church Uili tent. 
Thus, the racial traits in Negro songs are found in their sen-
suous joy of rlzythm. and a:notion; their a:notional orgy of a rev.i.val, 
with its atcmatic reservations, depends largely on the hypnotic power 
of the revival eymn and the chanted sermons. The spirituals are 
fo'l.md to be chiefly about successful Bible characters, as Jonah, 
Elijah, Moses 10 Noah, Daniel, and so on. 
The Negro brought musical ability from Africa. There are 
numerous accounts of the slaves beinl; enoourat;ed to dance and sing 
on the slave-ships that were bringing them to !·merica. SingiDg wa.a 
·a notable feature of plantation life in slavery days. It is noted 
that the songs or that period fall into two main sections 
relit;ious and secular. Since these iblk-songs were not written, they 
were subjected to many changes. lnpravisations changed existinl; 
songs, and new ones were created. It was only natural that Negro 
folk-songs in America, especially in their content, should be great-
ly influenced by the negro's contact w.i th white culture. The Uer;ro 
took over nnd adapted to his awn ends a numbor of songs -cc:ilposed and 
published by white persona. This was true with respect to revival 
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hymns used by Methodists and Baptists at camp-meetings in the South 
durine tho early part of the 19th Century. 
The chief charaoteriatio of the spiritual.s is molody; the 
chief ohara.cteristic of ragtime is reythm. In the riotous rhythms 
of ragtime the Negro expresses his irrepressible buoyancy 11 his keen 
response to tho she.or joy of livinl;; in the spirituals he voioad his 
sense of beauty and his deep religious feeling. It. may be mentioned 
hera that the Negro also had a form of song knawn as "shouts". 
These were lively religious so~s introduced to give the Negroes 
something of an emotional thril1 11 similar to that to be had f:rom. dano-
inl; (an amusement sternly forbidden in many sections). To hold 
11shouts" 11 the church benches would be pushed back and a lively tune 
played; the worshippers would me.rch up and dOIIlll and aromd 11 their en-
thu.sia.sra r;rar:ing till they wore all patting and shouti.J:lg. There is 
as !:ll.lch difference between tho "shout" and the spiritual as between 
the beautiful h;ylnns and tho revivnl SOD£S• 
The theme of the "blues" is the Negro's emotional feeling 
apart from the religious. The negro Race is one of strong religious 
impulses 11 and the spirituals are famous as expressinG his religious 
moods but they do not reveal all of his nature. The Negro has long-
ings11 despondencies 11 and hopes vrhich affect him stroll(;ly but are not 
connected with religion. The blues, thorefore 11 may be said to voice 
r~s secular interests and emotions as sincerely as the spirituals do 
his religia~s ones. Each section of tho countr.y has its o~ blues. 
As to jazz - there is a definite sil:lilarity between the 
monotony of production that delights tho native mind and that which 
so. 
fills the Western ballrooms with discordant scunds. 
The influence of llegro nnlsic is clearly peroei ved in sophis-
ticated. popular .. and folk music in all countries to which Negroes 
wore taken. Dvorak foresaw that foreit;n composers like lrlmself -
Stravinsky • Ravel, Dobu.ssey - would idea..li:.e the liegro idiOIIl; thnt 
Americans like Gershwin. Jaques, Wolfe, Harold Morris, David Guion, 
Louis Gruenberg, Roy Harris, Carpenter .. and many others wruld openly 
acknowledge their indebtedness to it. 
African music in Latin Alnerica rosul ted in so1Il8thi.n.g entirely 
di!'feront. There aro no spirituals, but rollicki.ne folk-tunes a.nd 
rhythmic dances can.bined with European !'lavor - as the Mn.:xbco, 
Rhumba, Tango. and so fat"th. 
Jamaica, CUba, Haiti. Brazil - all show to a. great extent 
Ai'rican survivals in their music. On examination or m1sic from these 
localities, a. definite conclusion may be reached with regard to the 
origin of the negro spirituals from the white religious songs - as 
there is no trace of spirituals in the Islands except that which is 
imported from the United States. 
The beauty of the spirituals. the primitive polyrhytb:nic 
elements of svting, or jazz, and the eophesis plaoed on the percussion 
section of mode!"n orchestras - all ~;o to show the il::tpact of 
African nusic upon the music of tho Western Hemisphere. 
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